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ABSTRACT
The words people use and the way they use them can reveal a great deal about their mental states
when they attempt to deceive. The challenge for researchers is how to reliably distinguish the linguistic
features that characterize these hidden states. In this study, we use a natural language processing
tool called Coh-Metrix to evaluate deceptive and truthful conversations that occur within a context of
computer-mediated communication. Coh-Metrix is unique in that it tracks linguistic features based
on cognitive and social factors that are hypothesized to influence deception. The results from Coh-
Metrix are compared to linguistic features reported in previous independent research, which used a
natural language processing tool called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count. The comparison reveals
converging and contrasting alignment for several linguistic features and establishes new insights on
deceptive language and its use in conversation.

Of the spinmeisters, fibbers, or equivocators among us, their success often hinges
on the ability to conceal a lie with well-chosen words. However, truth’s traces may
still lurk amid their verbal eloquence, as subtle linguistic features of language have
been shown to reveal inner states of thought and feeling. These features go beyond
the literal meaning of words and focus instead on how words are arranged and
structured in discourse (Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003). By pursuing
these features, some progress has been made in uncovering the linguistic correlates
of deception. The gains, though, are not without their unique challenges. Deception
is a behavior designed to defeat detection, and thus identifying salient linguistic
features of deception may be difficult even for the trained researcher (Vrij,
Edward, Roberts, & Bull, 2000). Attempts by human judges to detect deception
are fraught with problems of reliability and depth of analysis. One approach to
this problem has been to turn to natural language processing (NLP) algorithms
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that incorporate advances in technology and linguistic theory. At the forefront of
these technologies is an application called Coh-Metrix1 (Graesser, McNamara,
Louwerse, & Cai, 2004). Coh-Metrix is the largest NLP tool of its kind, with over
700 indices of computed language characteristics that have been validated across a
variety of psychological domains (Crossley, Louwerse, McCarthy, & McNamara,
2007; Hempelmann, Rus, Graesser, & McNamara, 2006; McCarthy et al., 2008;
McNamara, Louwerse, McCarthy, & Graesser, in press).

In the current study, we take the first steps in using Coh-Metrix to identify
features of deception. By doing so, we also address another challenge in the
linguistic analysis of deception research. Deception occurs in a variety of settings
and for a variety of purposes. Accordingly, the linguistic features relevant to one
context do not necessarily hold in another context (Zhou, Burgoon, Nunamaker, &
Twitchell, 2004). Moreover, in research conducted thus far, the linguistic features
that have been identified for a particular context have not been corroborated, or
even extended, with multiple NLP tools. Given the nebulous nature of decep-
tion, there is an impetus for researchers to clearly specify the context of the
targeted deception, and to use convergent NLP approaches to evaluate the var-
ious types of linguistic features. Therefore, to meet these challenges, we build
from prior research to compare and establish conceptual validity between NLP
tools.

Specifically, we turn to the work of Hancock, Curry, Goorha, and Woodworth
(2008), who use an NLP tool called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC;
Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001). In their study, Hancock et al. (2008) col-
lected transcripts of deceptive and truthful conversations that occurred within
an instant-messaging (IM) environment. To evaluate their data, those transcripts
were submitted to LIWC, a tool that evaluates over 70 dimensions of language.
LIWC has gained a tried and trusted reputation for tracking linguistic features
that are indicative of social and psychological phenomena, including personality
traits (Pennebaker & King, 1999), emotional expression (Kahn, Tobin, Massey, &
Anderson, 2007), and mental health (Pennebaker, Mayne, & Francis, 1997). Much
like Coh-Metrix, the success of LIWC is aided by its automated and easy to use
interface. The two NLP tools also share similarities in their ability to analyze a
large number of linguistic features, preeminence in their respective literatures, and
accessibility for a general audience. Moreover, the tools have a number of concep-
tually similar indices (i.e., computational instantiations of linguistic features) that
allow for an evaluation of algorithmic validity. By comparing Coh-Metrix with
LIWC, we can offer a unique, but complementary analysis that strengthens our
investigation into the nature of deceptive language.

To conduct our study, we use the conversational transcripts and LIWC results
from Hancock et al. (2008). We do so to provide a basis for comparison within one
specific context of deception. According to Zhou (2005), the features of deceptive
language vary from context to context, with particular contrast within commu-
nication channels (e.g., face to face, telephone, e-mail). Therefore, it becomes
necessary to focus on a single communication channel to control for any changes
in language use. In Hancock and colleagues’ study, the context for deceptive
language is expressed as computer-mediated communication (CMC) using IM.
These conversations occur as synchronous exchanges between two (or more)
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interactive participants. In recent years, this CMC channel has received greater
attention because of its increased use in business and industrial settings (Juul An-
dersen, 2005; Quan-Haase, Cothrel, & Wellman, 2005). Because of this increase,
it is appropriate to investigate deception in CMC, which is as common, if not
more so, than face-to-face conversations (Carlson, George, Burgoon, Adkins, &
White, 2004). As in face-to-face conversations, deceivers using IM can monitor
the interaction as it occurs, but are not burdened by paralinguistic cues that might
otherwise be incriminating. Although this CMC context is growing in popularity
and is open to feature deception, there are few studies that explicitly address
this communication channel. As such, the Hancock and colleagues’ transcripts
offer an opportunity to further explore a promising CMC context for deceptive
cues.

Another reason to revisit the Hancock et al. (2008) conversational transcripts is
to place greater emphasis on the dynamics of deception in real-time conversation.
Hancock and colleagues were largely motivated by the research of Burgoon and
Buller (1996; Burgoon, Buller, & Floyd, 2001; Burgoon, Buller, Floyd, & Grand-
pre, 1996), who argue that deception is concomitant to maintaining plausibility in
social interaction. Deception often occurs in a dialogue between interlocutors; as
such, the linguistic features that identify deceptive competence emerge from the
joint contribution of both conversational partners (sender and receiver of deceptive
exchanges). Many researchers claim the mutual influence between conversational
partners creates an interdependent relationship in language use (Clark, 1996;
Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Hancock and colleagues were particularly interested
in whether the receiver engaged in what Niederhoffer and Pennebaker (2002) refer
to as linguistic style matching, whereby the receiver takes on the linguistic features
of the deceptive sender.

The dynamic maintenance of conversational deception also has unique cogni-
tive and social challenges. Although a receiver may be unaware of the veracity
of the sender’s false statements, the sender must continually stay committed to
preserving the receiver’s presumption of truth. In doing so, senders must process
and comprehend the speech of the receiver while simultaneously planning their
own response (Greene, O’Hair, Cody, & Yen, 1985); they must actively mon-
itor the receiver’s understanding to establish and maintain conceptual common
ground (Clark & Schaefer, 1987); and senders must adjust pragmatic strategies
on the fly when discussing different topics. Hancock et al. (2008) and others
(e.g., Johnson, Barnhardt, & Zhu, 2004; Zuckerman, DePaulo, & Rosenthal,
1981) have hypothesized that the sender’s maintenance of both their own false
reality and the receiver’s ostensible reality comes at the price of cognitive re-
sources, thereby creating compensatory linguistic behavior on the part of the
sender.

Deception in interactive contexts such as conversation also increases the risk
of being discovered as a fraud, resulting in face loss that is often associated with
negative social standing (Brown, 1977). These social factors are embedded in
the influences of the culture at large and are inextricably linked to the cognitive
demands outlined. Based on these characterizations of conversational deception,
we selected sets of Coh-Metrix measures that are operationalized to capture the
cognitive and social influences of conversational deception.
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In the section that follows, we first review the method Hancock et al. (2008)
used for collecting the transcripts of deceptive and truthful conversations. We then
present and provide a theoretical rationale for the Coh-Metrix measures chosen
for this study. We then compare the data of Hancock and colleagues alongside our
expanded approach.

HANCOCK ET AL.’S CONVERSATIONAL TRANSCRIPTS

Participants

The original cohort of participants from the Hancock et al. (2008) study included
30 male and 36 female upper-level undergraduate students from a private university
in the northeastern United States. The 66 participants were randomly paired to
create 33 same-sex interlocutor pairs who were unacquainted with each other prior
to their participation in the study.

All participants were recruited under the pretense of studying how unacquainted
individuals communicate about various conversation topics. As such, participants
were not aware that deception would be required in the study. Participants’ social
interaction was also limited by placing each member of a pair in a separate room
upon arrival at the laboratory.

Procedures

The experiment was conducted within a text-based, CMC environment. CMC
is simply using a computer interface to send message in text, video, or audio
format via a computer interface. Participants were led to separate rooms and
seated in front of a computer console. The IM software Netmeeting was used to
collect the written communication of participants. This software allows messages
to be sent instantaneously between computers via an Internet connection. Both
the sender and receiver of a message enter text into a large interface text window
that can be viewed easily. All messages were recorded automatically and stored
anonymously.

Still in their separate rooms, participants were randomly assigned the role of
receiver (the “deceived”) or sender (the “deceiver”) for each dyad. The sender’s
role was to initiate and maintain a conversation using four simple, icebreaker
topics provided by the experimenter. These experimental topics included: discuss
the most significant person in your life, talk about a mistake you made recently,
describe the most unpleasant job you have ever had to do, and talk about re-
sponsibility. The four topics were presented to the sender and receiver on a sheet
of paper along with the practice topic: When I am in a large group, I . . . The
practice topic allowed participants to become comfortable with one another in the
experimental setting. Along with initiating the conversation, the sender was also
responsible for introducing deception to the conversation. Senders were informed
that it would be necessary to deceive their partners on two of the topics preselected
by the researchers, and to tell the truth on the other two topics. Specifically, they
were asked to NOT tell “the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” This
broad conceptualization of deception was considered to be the most naturalistic,
thus giving senders some flexibility in how they chose to lie. On the sheet of paper
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with the experimental topics, the two topics that involved NOT telling the “truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth” (i.e., to be deceptive) were signaled to
the sender with an asterisk. The receivers, blind to the sender’s deception, were
merely instructed to stay engaged and responsive to the ongoing conversation.
The receiver’s sheet of paper outlining topic order had no asterisk markers. The
presentation of topics, as well as the order of deception, was counterbalanced
across all participant pairs.

The online interactions were automatically stored and monitored by the exper-
imenter on a separate, third console. The experimenter’s role during the conver-
sational phase was to initiate the conversation and mediate the interaction with
the practice topic. Prior to initiation, participants were allowed 5 min to reflect
upon the topics, thus allowing senders (i.e., the deceivers) time to prepare the
gist of their fabricated responses. There was no time limit to the subsequent
conversation, and participants were instructed to stop only when both conver-
sational partners felt they had exhausted the topic matter. After completing all
four topics, participants were introduced to each other in person and then fully
debriefed.

For preparation of the data, the recorded messages were converted into sender
and receiver transcript files according to topic. A total of 264 transcripts were
produced, with each dyad generating 8 different transcript files: 4 transcripts of
the sender dialogue and 4 transcripts of the receiver dialogue. Because two of the
four topics discussed were considered deceptive, there were 4 transcripts labeled
deceptive: 2 from the sender and 2 from the receiver (recall, however, that the
receiver was not aware that the sender was being deceptive). The remaining 4
transcripts were labeled truthful.

LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF DECEPTION

For dependent variables, Hancock et al. (2008) used eight LIWC based linguistic
indices. With LIWC, 72 different word characteristics can be tracked per written
response. For each of the 72 word characteristics, LIWC provides the percentage
of words that adhere to that particular characteristic. Computational algorithms in
LIWC compare the content of each transcript to over 2,300 words that have been
coded for a variety of psychological and linguistic characteristics; including part
of speech, emotional saliency, and cognitive complexity.

In our current study, we used the same transcripts as Hancock et al. (2008) but
analyzed them with the Coh-Metrix software. Coh-Metrix was initially developed
to explore cognitive constructs of cohesion in written text. Cohesion here refers
to the linguistic features that explicitly link words, propositions, and events in a
text, which in turn, facilitate a reader’s coherent mental representation of a text.
To construct a profile of cohesion, Coh-Metrix tracks word-level features that
are similar to LIWC, but also incorporates modules and algorithms that assess
collocations of words. Coh-Metrix integrates lexicons, syntactic parsers, part of
speech classifiers, semantic analysis, and other advanced tools in NLP. Algorithms
include referential overlap, proportion of situational dimensions (e.g., causal de-
pendencies), latent semantic similarity, density of connectives, and syntactic com-
plexity. As such, there are over 700 linguistic indices available in Coh-Metrix.
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Combinations of these indices have been applied to a wide range of domains, in-
cluding the validations of coherence breaks in academic texts (Duran, Bellissens,
Taylor, & McNamara, 2007; Ozuru, Best, & McNamara, 2004); discriminating
low- and high-cohesion versions of academic texts (McNamara et al., in press;
McNamara, Ozuru, Graesser, & Louwerse, 2006); identifying shifts in writing
style between professional writers, even shifts that occurred during the careers of
each respective writer (McCarthy, Lewis, Dufty, & McNamara, 2006); and eval-
uating the pedagogical importance of authentic and simplified texts for second
language acquisition education (Crossley et al., 2007).

The current analysis is the first attempt to use Coh-Metrix to characterize lin-
guistic patterns of conversational deception. However, using over 700 linguistic
indices presents two major theoretical problems. One problem is that spurious
distinctions are likely to arise when there is an excess of variables. Too many
variables can result in a statistical “overfitting,” such that small and largely irrel-
evant differences between deceptive and truthful conditions may be exaggerated.
The second problem of using the full set of linguistic indices is the overwhelming
task of establishing each index’s explanatory power. Before a specific index is
used, it should be justified by a general framework of deception; however, no such
framework exists (that we are aware of) because deceptive linguistic behavior is
highly flexible with different external (e.g., social) and internal (e.g., cognitive)
influences (Depaulo et al., 2003). As such, it becomes necessary to first consider
the conversational context in which the deception is embedded and only then select
linguistic indices that are most relevant to that particular context. For example, it
is reasonable to assume that deceptive behavior in a casual conversation will be
very different from deceptive behavior in a criminal interrogation. Accordingly,
our selection of Coh-Metrix indices was guided by many of the principles of
deception established in Hancock et al. (2008) and elsewhere in the deception and
communication literature (Burgoon et al., 1996; Zhou, 2005). These principles are
based on the cognitive and social influences that are hypothesized to arise during
deceptive behavior. Ultimately, we operationalized the linguistic indices in six
categorical constructs that will be explained in further detail later in this article:
(a) quantity, (b) immediacy, (c) specificity, (d) accessibility, (e) complexity, and
(d) redundancy (Table 1).

Each category above is represented by two to three Coh-Metrix indices that
were chosen to provide converging validity, one of the explicit goals of our re-
search. At least one of these indices was selected to be conceptually similar to a
LIWC index. These similar indices may seem trivially redundant; however, they
provide a basis for comparison with Hancock et al. (2008) and for establishing
simple measurement reliability. Unfortunately, several categories do not have a
representative and/or a conceptually similar LIWC index. These omissions are
addressed in turn.

We proceed by briefly explaining the theoretical motivation for each of our
six categorical constructs. For each category, we report the results from the Coh-
Metrix analysis and interpret the results within a framework of conversational
deception. Where possible, we also compare and contrast our results with those
of Hancock et al. (2008). As in Hancock and colleagues’ work, the Coh-Metrix
data is analyzed in a 2 (Message Type: deceptive vs. truthful) × 2 (Speaker Type:
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Table 1. Categories of deceptive behavior based on linguistic features operationalized
by Coh-Metrix

Classification Definition

Quantity

Total word counta Total words in text (based on Charniak parser)
Words per conversational turna Mean words per sentence

Immediacy

Tentative statementsb Modal verbs (e.g., should, might, may)
Personal pronounsa I, me, he, they, etc.

Specificity

Spatialb Locational prepositions (e.g., here)
Temporalb Ratio of temporal elements
Questionsa Incidence of wh-adverbs (e.g., why, what)

Accessibility

Familiarity of wordsb Word rating from MRC database
Meaningfulness of wordsb Word rating from MRC database
Concreteness of wordsb Word rating from MRC database

Complexity

Negationa Negation connectives (e.g., did not, except, but)
Sentential complexityb Mean words before main verb of main clause

Redundancy

Given informationb LSA given-new value
Referential overlapb Argument word overlap, adjacent sentences

Note: MRC, Medical Research Council; LSA, latent semantic analysis.
aLinguistic cue is an approximate replication of Hancock et al. (2008).
bLinguistic cue is novel to the current study.

sender vs. receiver) repeated measures type general linear model procedure. We
also provide partial eta squared (η2

p) values to assess the strength of any significant
effects.

This analytical method allows us to examine the differences not only between
deceptive and truthful conversations but also between sender and receiver. As
mentioned earlier, the receiver might exhibit a pattern of linguistic style matching
with the sender. Alternatively, the sender’s behavior may elicit a subtle, but unique
pattern of linguistic behavior in the receiver. For these reasons, it is theoretically
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important to consider the linguistic profiles of both conversational partners in
deceptive exchanges.

COH-METRIX RESULTS AND LIWC COMPARISON

Quantity

In both Hancock et al. (2008) and the current study, the total word count and
number of words per conversational turn were computed and compared between
deceptive and truthful conversation transcripts. These indices are theoretically
important for assessing the willingness of deceptive senders to proffer informa-
tion. Senders may use fewer words to minimize the opportunities to incriminate
themselves (Colwell, Hiscock, & Memon, 2002). As such, senders’ total word
count and number of words per conversation turn should be significantly lower in
deception than when telling the truth. Conversely, senders want to appear socially
involved so as not to violate a social norm of reciprocity that might otherwise
raise suspicion (Burgoon et al., 1996). Senders may therefore maintain their word
count across truthful and deceptive interactions.

In the current Coh-Metrix analysis, a significant main effect of message type
(deceptive vs. truthful) was observed for total word count, F (1, 33) = 8.87, p =
.005, η2

p = 0.21.2 More words were produced during deceptive conversation (M =
159.38, SE = 9.97) than truthful conversation (M = 122.76, SE = 9.23).3 Senders
increased word use from 123.15 words (SE = 10.21) in truthful conversations to
158.16 words (SE = 12.01) in deceptive conversations. Receivers increased word
use from 122.37 words (SE = 10.39) in truthful conversations to 160.59 words
(SE = 16.12) in deceptive conversations. These patterns of results were virtually
identical to Hancock et al. (2008), who also found a statistically significant main
effect for message type. In neither study was there an effect for speaker type (sender
vs. receiver), nor did the total word count between message types differ across
speakers (i.e., there was no interaction between message type and speaker type).

The second quantity analysis was on the mean number of words per conver-
sational turn. Using Coh-Metrix, a significant main effect for message type was
observed, F (1, 33) = 3.50, p = .05, η2

p = 0.10. Fewer words were produced
per conversational turn in the deceptive conversations (M = 7.73, SE = 0.27)
than per truthful turn (M = 8.37, SE = 0.36). Senders produced fewer words per
conversational turn when deceptive (M = 7.98, SE = 0.42) compared to telling the
truth (M = 8.19, SE = 0.55), and receivers produced fewer words per conversa-
tional turn in the deceptive conversations (M = 7.48, SE = 0.35) than per truthful
turn (M = 8.55, SE = 0.55). Taking this result in conjunction with the previous
total word count results, the Coh-Metrix analysis demonstrates that senders and
receivers in deceptive conversations use more words overall, but fewer words per
conversational turn. However, this conclusion does not hold for Hancock et al.
(2008). In their analysis, they did not find an equivalent decrease in words per
conversational turn for senders and receivers in deceptive conversations. Hancock
and colleagues instead report a marginally significant interaction (two tailed, p =
.06), indicating that only receivers used fewer words per conversational turn in
deceptive conversations.
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The incongruent conclusions between the two computational tools may have
resulted from implemented differences of what LIWC and Coh-Metrix consider a
word. LIWC simply computes as a word any sequence of alphanumeric characters
that is separated by a white space from another sequence. Coh-Metrix, however,
computes words on the basis of the Charniak syntactic parser and corresponding
word tags. As a result, the definition of a word is more precise. Contractions, for
example, are counted in the expanded form (e.g., don’t > do not, they’re > they
are). A more relevant difference is that an ellipsis is counted as a distinct pause
filler. LIWC would treat so . . . as one word, whereas Coh-Metrix would output
two words by distinguishing so and the ellipsis. This specificity is important for
the current study where pause fillers are believed to hold semantic content.

Based on overall word counts between deceptive and truthful conditions, Coh-
Metrix counts 2.6 more words on average per deceptive conversational turn and
0.42 more words on average for truthful conversational turn when compared to
LIWC’s counts. This comparison suggests that Coh-Metrix distinguishes more
word types, and that this precision particularly affects the interpretation of the
utterance length measurement.

Immediacy

Introducing deception into a conversation always carries the risk of detection.
Although the consequences might be no more than slight embarrassment, de-
ceivers may take cautionary measures to distance themselves from their lies, even
while engaged in the act of lying. Wiener and Mehrabia (1968) have suggested that
deceptive statements are marked by “distancing strategies” that minimize personal
involvement with the content of the message. One such distancing strategy is the
decreased use of first person personal pronouns (e.g., I, me, ours; Newman, Pen-
nebaker, Berry, & Richards, 2003). Related to this decrease, deceptive messages
are expected to have a greater number of second and third person pronouns (e.g.,
you, s/he, it, they) to divert attention from the deceiver.

Another distancing strategy is an increased use of tentative constructions with
words and phrases like might, would, I guess, it seems to me. These are often re-
ferred to as hedges. Tentative constructions imply a noncommittal to the content of
the lie, thereby mitigating negative judgment of personal character or attributions
of blame (Vrij & Heaven, 1999).

For the analysis of pronoun use, Hancock et al. (2008) computed the percentage
of first, second, and third person pronouns in deceptive and truthful conversations.
The researchers found a statistically significant main effect for speaker type (sender
vs. receiver) for third person pronouns, as well as an interaction between message
type and speaker type for third person pronouns. The main effect provides evidence
that senders use more third person pronouns than receivers, but it is more important
that the interaction reveals that it is only the deceptive senders who are more likely
to discuss others in the third person.

We also used Coh-Metrix to assess pronoun use as a distancing strategy. To
do so, we simply computed the percentage of the different pronouns in each
conversational transcript. Much like Hancock et al. (2008), we did not find any
statistically significant effects for first and second person pronoun use. However,
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our results for third person pronouns differed from Hancock and colleagues’
results. We found a main effect for speaker type and the interaction, with marginally
significant values, F (1, 33) = 3.84, p = .06, η2

p = 0.10, and F (1, 33) = 3.20,
p = .08, η2

p = 0.09, respectively. Nonetheless, we found the same trend, F (1, 33) =
5.73, p = .02, η2

p = 0.15, showing senders using more third person pronouns
during deception (M = 2.93, SE = 0.32) than the truth (M = 1.94, SE = 0.22).
The statistical differences here are most likely explained by differences in word
count when computing percentages.

In a second immediacy analysis, we used Coh-Metrix to evaluate the dis-
tancing strategy of increased tentative construction phrases. There is no equiv-
alent analysis in Hancock et al. (2008). The current approach underscores the
advantages of using a syntactic parser and part of speech tagger. With these
additional modules, an incidence score (out of 1,000 words) for modal verbs
(e.g., should, might, may) can be computed. Despite these noted advantages, the
Coh-Metrix index of tentative constructions via modal use was not statistically
significant. The Coh-Metrix index may have been too general to make subtle
distinctions. Coh-Metrix does not distinguish among different uses of modals.
Consequently, all modals were included in the computation, even modals that
are nontentative in nature. For example, the root use of may and must produces
a nontentative use in statements like You must go now or You may not. Taken
together, the nonspecific modal index was too general to support the immediacy
category.

Specificity

Language has many linguistic features that allow speakers to reconstruct events
from memory with certain temporal and spatial characteristics. The reconstructed
events are often isomorphic mappings to perceived external events or, as is the
case with deception, fabrications generated from internal cognitive processes of
imagination and reasoning. As such, the mental representation of each event differs
in terms of origin; the event can be initially encoded as a perceptual experience
or as a simulation of an imagined experience. According to Reality Monitoring
theory (Johnson & Raye, 1981), the temporal and spatial characteristics for each
event will differ in terms of specificity. Events that originate in actual perception
will have greater temporal and spatial detail than events that originate from internal
simulations. To continue with our goal of automatically cataloging the linguistic
patterns of deceptive and truthful speech in conversation, we chose two Coh-Metrix
indices that capture the linguistic features of temporal and spatial characteristics.
The temporal features index tracks words that have a high probability of being
embedded in temporal expressions. These words include specifiers (e.g., next,
following), deictics (e.g., yesterday, now), absolutes (e.g., 1997, Monday), time
of day (e.g., 12:00 a.m., noon), and time periods (e.g., summer, week). The index
is computed as a ratio score that divides the summed occurrence of all temporal
words in a conversational transcript by the total number of words in the transcript.
For the Coh-Metrix spatial index, the number of locational prepositions (e.g., here,
on, in) is counted for each transcript and normalized for differences in transcript
length by converting to an incidence score (out of 1,000 words).
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There are no equivalent measures for temporal and spatial specificity in Hancock
et al. (2008). However, in terms of a general specificity, Hancock and colleagues
hypothesized that there might be a decrease in general specificity, thus prompting
the receiver of a lie to ask more questions for clarification or detail. As such,
the number of questions asked by receivers will increase as the sender is lying.
To infer an asked question, Hancock and colleagues used LIWC to compute the
percentage of sentences ending with question marks. In similar fashion, we used
Coh-Metrix to compute a proportion score of wh-words (e.g., why, what) to assess
possible changes in receivers question asking behavior.

The first specificity analysis using Coh-Metrix indices of temporal and spatial
specificity was not statistically significant. However, for the Coh-Metrix index of
general specificity, there was a significant interaction between message type and
speaker type for number of wh-adverbs used, F (1, 33) = 6.83, p = .01, η2

p =
0.17. An analysis of wh-adverb use at each level of speaker type for deceptive
and truthful messages revealed that senders used fewer wh-adverbs, and presum-
ably asked fewer questions when being deceptive (M = 6.53, SE = 0.98) than
when telling the truth (M = 9.04, SE = 1.09), F (1, 33) = 4.19, p = .05, η2

p =
0.11; conversely, receivers used marginally more wh-adverbs when being deceived
(M = 10.34, SE = 1.23) than when told the truth (M = 7.33, SE = 1.02), F (1, 33) =
3.30, p = .08, η2

p = 0.09. These patterns of results suggest that receivers ask more
questions when being deceived, whereas senders ask fewer questions when being
deceptive. In Hancock et al. (2008), they also found the same effect for the receiver,
but failed to find a similar effect for the sender. Again, the incongruence might
be attributed to differences in the computational approach for operationalizing
question use (i.e., proportion of wh-adverbs vs. percentage of question marks).

Accessibility

We hypothesized that deceivers would select vocabulary that is easier to retrieve
from memory. Based on the seminal work of Paivio (1965) and Underwood and
Schulz (1960), word retrieval accessibility is modulated by experiential influences
of word meaningfulness, familiarity, and concreteness. Word meaningfulness is
operationalized by the number of associations that a word invokes for native
English speakers. More associations increase word meaningfulness and the ease
of retrieval for that word. Word familiarity is the familiarity of the orthographic
form of a word and is typically assessed on a Likert-type scale from 1 to 7.
More familiar words are more likely to be retrieved. Finally, word concreteness
refers to how easy it is to explicitly ground a word in perceptual experiences.
For example, a word like house is more easily grounded than an abstract word
like interesting. As such, concrete words are more easily recalled than abstract
words. For word meaningfulness and familiarity, Coh-Metrix provides an average
score based on human ratings of over 150,000 words compiled in the Medical
Research Council database (Coltheart, 1981). For word concreteness, Coh-Metrix
computes abstractness and ambiguity scores by incorporating a module based
upon WordNet (Miller, 1995). WordNet is an online lexicon tool that groups
words into sets of synonyms that are connected by semantic relations. One such
relationship, the hypernym value, refers to the number of levels a word has above
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it in a conceptual, taxonomic hierarchy. A high hypernym value is a proxy for
word concreteness because the word has many distinctive features.

All indices for the accessibility category are computed as incidence scores in
Coh-Metrix. There are no equivalent indices for accessibility in Hancock et al.
(2008).

There was a statistically significant main effect of message type for word mean-
ingfulness in conversations, F (1, 33) = 7.88, p = .008, η2

p = 0.19. The words
used in deceptive conversations were more meaningful (M = 418.47, SE = 1.23)
than words used in truthful conditions (M = 412.76, SE = 1.75). Senders’ use
of meaningful words increased from a rating of 415.21 (SE = 2.30) in truthful
conversations to a rating of 418.15 (SE = 1.47) in deceptive conversations. Re-
ceivers increased from a rating of 410.31 (SE = 2.60) in truthful conversations
to a rating of 418.78 (SE = 2.00) when they were being deceived. No interaction
was observed between message type and speaker type.

For the analysis of word concreteness there was a significant interaction between
message type and speaker type, F (1, 33) = 5.42, p = .02, η2

p = 0.14. An analysis
of word concreteness at each level of speaker type for deceptive and truthful
messages suggest that senders use more concrete words when deceptive (M =
340.63, SE = 3.31) than when they are telling the truth (M = 332.99, SE = 2.69),
F (1, 33) = 3.25, p = .05, η2

p = 0.09. There was no difference for receivers in
deceptive conversations (M = 337.49, SE = 2.34) or truthful conversations (M =
337.77, SE = 3.28).

The third accessibility measure of word familiarity was not statistically
significant.

In summary, senders and receivers used more meaningful words when being de-
ceptive, with the deceptive sender specifically using words that are more concrete.
As we suggested earlier, these word characteristics facilitate the activation and
retrieval of semantic meaning from memory. A consequence of this facilitation
is that meaningful and concrete words are more likely to be used if cognitive
resources are directed elsewhere (e.g., in concocting a deceptive message dur-
ing conversation). Thus, the increased use of meaningful and concrete words by
deceptive speakers supports our earlier hypothesis that deception places greater
demands on cognitive resources.

Complexity

Another linguistic predictor of conversational deception is change in the syn-
tactic complexity of sentential structures. Based on our general hypothesis of
cognitive and social demands, deceivers will minimize or compensate for the
demand by avoiding sentences with difficult syntactic composition. In Coh-
Metrix, a standard index of sentence complexity is the number of words be-
fore the main verb of the main clause. It is assumed that as the number of
words increases, so does the demand on the speaker’s working memory (see
Graesser, Zhiqiang, Louwerse, & Daniel, 2006). Assuming that the process of
lying would tax a deceiver’s memory resources, we can expect a decrease in
words before the main verb (i.e., lower complexity) compared to the truth-telling
condition.
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Alternatively, we could also hypothesize that an increased number of words
before the main verb are to be expected in conversational contexts where deceptive
messages are created on the fly. An increase in words before the main verb would
reveal a stalling strategy used to formulate a lie while still staying engaged in the
conversation.

Coh-Metrix computes the main verb of each sentence by first automatically
parsing each sentence using the Charniak parser (1997, 2000). Each parse gen-
erates a syntactic tree that represents the underlying formal grammar. From this
formal representation, the main verb of the main clause is identified and preceding
words are tallied. The sentential complexity for deception and truth-telling is then
assessed by collapsing the sentences of each conversational transcript into a mean
score. There is not an equivalent index in Hancock et al. (2008).

A significant main effect of message type was observed for this complexity
measure, F (1, 33) = 5.63, p = .02, η2

p = 0.15. More words were used before
the main verb in deceptive conversations (M = 7.14, SE = 0.46) than in truthful
conversations (M = 5.79, SE = 0.37). Specifically, senders use more words before
the main verb when deceptive (M = 6.79, SE = 0.71) than when telling the
truth (M = 6.16, SE = 0.61. Likewise, receivers use more words before the
main verb (M = 7.50, SE = 0.60) when they are being deceived than in truthful
conversations (M = 5.41, SE = 0.43). No interaction was observed between
message type and speaker type.

These results suggest that senders and receivers use more syntactically complex
sentences in deceptive conversations. Increased sentence complexity does not
support the hypothesis that complexity results from working memory demands,
but it instead supports the alternative hypothesis that generating deception in
spontaneous conversation requires a stalling strategy. For working memory to be
the prevailing factor, the sender has to know exactly what they want to say before
they say it. It is only under these circumstances that the sender will intentionally
minimize the use of words before the main verb. This active strategy of advanced
planning is unlikely in the current conversational context.

A second Coh-Metrix index of complexity that is common to LIWC is the
number of negation connectives (e.g., did not, is not, but, except) that appear in each
conversational transcript. Newman et al. (2003) argued that deceptive speakers
tend to avoid using negation connectives because they risk presenting incrimi-
nating contradictions and muddled detail. Negation connectives require speakers
to contrast events that actually occurred with events that did not occur. Although
negative connectives help clarify event depictions, the speaker must also recall ad-
ditional detail from memory. Deceptive speakers must conjure that detail up at that
moment. As such, deceptive speakers may have additional challenges because they
are “recalling” false details from an already distorted reality—a reality that may be
loosely constructed in spontaneous conversation. Thus, the deceiver may sacrifice
clarity and use fewer negation connectives to avoid accidental contradictions.

The Coh-Metrix index of negation connectives is a proportion value computed
from the Charniak syntactic parser and part of speech taggers. The LIWC index
uses the predefined word list and computes the value as a percentage.

This measure of complexity is computed similarly for LIWC and Coh-Metrix
and is also assumed to reflect demands on working memory. Our results agree with
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those reported by Hancock et al. (2008) that there are no statistically significant
effects for negation connectives.

Redundancy

In both deceptive and truthful conversations, an important component of event
narration is the coherence of statements and ideas. Coherence is a psychological
interpretation of comprehension. The greater the coherence, the easier the narration
will be to understand (Graesser, McNamara, & Louwerse, 2003). Coherence is
modulated by various factors, but a crucial factor is cohesion, which is the explicit
language used to connect information and provide conceptual consistency. Most
cohesion research suggests that text cohesion influences text comprehension, par-
ticularly with texts that consist of formal written monologues (Beck, McKeown,
Sinatra, & Loxterman, 1991; McNamara, Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996), but
little work has been conducted on the relationship between cohesion and coherence
in informal spoken dialogue. The question remains as to whether the coherence
of a speaker’s mental event representation influences the cohesion of their speech.
Deceptive speech can potentially address this question because deceivers’ mental
representations of false events are likely to be less coherent than representations
of truthful events. If this is the case, the less coherent deceptive representation
may result in less cohesive speech.

It could be possible, however, that incoherent mental representations are not
mirrored in speech, but instead the difficulty of remembering and structuring
spontaneous deception may promote simpler and more cohesive speech. Character-
istics of such language include conceptual redundancy and more accessible words
(Duran et al., 2007). We have already demonstrated in this study that deceivers
tend to use more accessible words (e.g., high concreteness; high meaningfulness).
It may be the case that deceivers also capitalize on conceptual redundancy for
greater cohesion.

We evaluated the cohesion of deceptive and truthful conversations with two
widely used indices in text analysis that are incorporated in Coh-Metrix: argument
overlap (McNamara et al., 2006) and latent semantic analysis (LSA) given-new
values (Hempelmann et al., 2005). Both indices are broad indicators of between-
sentence conceptual redundancy. This redundancy reinforces information by keep-
ing it focal in a developing narrative. Argument overlap computes explicit overlap
between two sentences by tracking the common nouns in either single or plural
form. The LSA given-new value also computes overlap between sentences, but it
requires more explanation to understand how it works.

The LSA given-new value is based on LSA (Landauer, McNamara, Dennis,
& Kintsch, 2007). This measure compares adjacent sentences to determine if the
meaning in a target sentence is new (different) or given (redundant) to preceding
sentences. Sentence meaning is first computed by representing each word in the
sentences as a distributional pattern of frequency occurrences within a large corpus
of texts (representation is in vector format). Words that have similar patterns of
occurrences are considered similar in meaning. Word similarity vectors are then
combined linearly into a composite meaning vector. The target vector is projected
into a hyperplane constructed from all preceding composite meaning vectors and
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based on the target sentences relationship to the hyperplane, a new-given value is
generated (for more information, see McCarthy et al., in press). High values on both
the argument overlap and LSA given-new value suggest high cohesion between
sentences. These measures are unique to Coh-Metrix; there is no equivalent in
Hancock et al. (2008).

For the first analysis of argument overlap, we did not find any statistically
significant effects. However, the more subtle measure, in the LSA given-new
value, revealed a statistically significant main effect for message type, F (1, 33) =
9.32, p = .004, η2

p = 0.22. In the deceptive conversations, there was a higher given-
new value (M = 0.25, SE = 0.005) compared to truthful conversations (M = 0.23,
SE = 0.007). Senders’ given-new value was higher when they were deceptive (M =
0.26, SE = 0.007) compared to when they were telling the truth (M = 0.24, SE =
0.01). Receivers’ given-new value was higher when they were being deceived
(M = 0.25, SE = 0.008) compared to when they were being told the truth (M =
0.22, SE = 0.01).

These results provide evidence that deceptive conversations contain more given
information relative to preceding context. This result should be expected if we
consider an important goal for deceivers is to minimize opportunities for self-
incrimination. A strategy to avoid self-incrimination may be to reiterate particular
topics or themes in the conversation. Deceivers do not reiterate by explicit repeti-
tion, as evidenced by the null finding with referential overlap, but by an implicit
focus on a few semantic focal points. However, there may be no conscious decision
to avoid self-incrimination. Instead, the high LSA given-new value support a hy-
pothesis that redundancy strategies are triggered by differences between memory
representations of deceptive and truthful narratives. For example, it is possible
that the details of truthful events are more extensively linked in memory than the
fabricated details of a lie. As a truthful account unfolds, the activation and recall
of remembered details are likely to activate other details in a distributed and global
manner; thus, a greater variety of information is available for use. Conversely, the
details in a deceptive account are often constructed and cued from the local and
developing context. As such, there is less new information activated from memory
and deceivers may default to more redundant language.

Brief summary of Coh-Metrix analysis

The overall results of our study demonstrate that the linguistic features that charac-
terize deceptive conversations are substantially different from those that character-
ize truthful conversations. From the perspective of Coh-Metrix, we can describe
deceptive conversations as involving (a) more words overall, but fewer words
used per conversational turn; (b) words that are more meaningful; (c) utterances of
each conversational turn being more syntactically complex (because of a stalling
hypothesis); and (d) less unique information introduced during the course of the
conversation.

The effects we have discussed thus far changed in the same direction for both
sender and receiver. However, other changes in linguistic behavior were specific to
either the sender or receiver. For example, personal pronouns and word concrete-
ness increased only for senders while they were being deceptive. Demonstrating
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Table 2. Comparison of similar Coh-Metrix and LIWC index results in conversational
transcripts

Coh-Metrix LIWC

Total word count More words overall in
deceptive conversations

More words overall in
deceptive conversation

Words per conversational
turn

Fewer words per
conversational turn in
deceptive conversations

Receivers used marginally
fewer words per
conversational turn than
senders in deceptive
conversation

Personal pronouns Senders used marginally
more third-person
pronouns when deceptive
compared to when telling
the truth

Senders used more third-
person pronouns when
deceptive compared to
when telling the truth

Questions Receivers ask more
questions during
deceptive conversations,
senders fewer

Receivers ask more
questions during
deceptive conversations

Negation None None

Note: LIWC, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (software program).

another pattern, receivers asked marginally more questions in deceptive conversa-
tions than the senders who asked fewer questions.

Brief summary of Coh-Metrix and LIWC comparison

Table 2 provides a side by side comparison of the results using the indices that were
similar in Coh-Metrix and LIWC. Although these indices are not exact replications
because of differences in algorithmic operationalization, they are quantifications
of the same linguistic features. Overall, five indices were comparable; of these
five, total word count, negation, and personal pronouns had the same result. This
convergence confirms that more words are used in deceptive conversations, that
there are no differences in the use of negation, and that deceptive senders use
more third person pronouns. The multimethod alignment lends greater credibility
to the Coh-Metrix and LIWC indices, as well as to the quantity and immediacy
constructs in general.

The two remaining indices, words per conversational turn and questions, did
not converge completely; the difference in the indices most likely results from
the different definitions of a word used by the two tools. For the words per
conversational turn index, the Coh-Metrix analysis revealed that both sender and
receiver used fewer words in each utterance during deceptive conversations. With
LIWC, only receivers used fewer words in each utterance during deception. For
the questions index, the Coh-Metrix analysis revealed that receivers asked more
questions while being deceived and senders asked fewer questions while being
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deceptive. LIWC showed only that the receivers asked fewer questions during
deception. In general, for both of the nonconverging indices, the Coh-Metrix
analysis found a statistically significant effect that was not found in the LIWC
analysis.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Both this study and Hancock et al. (2008) demonstrate that at least one type of
deception is detectable through NLP tools. For our analysis, we compared the
Coh-Metrix and LIWC tools on the original corpus of deceptive conversations
used by Hancock and colleagues. Using this approach, we were able to evaluate
the effectiveness of each NLP tool in a common context of social interaction. In
addition, we were also able to use Coh-Metrix to build a more complete catalogue
of the linguistic features that emerge during deception. In this discussion, we
first turn to the expanded analysis and the identification of eight Coh-Metrix
indices that distinguish deceptive conversations from truthful conversations. Us-
ing this winnowed set of indices, we provide new insights into the cognitive
and social constraints that are hypothesized to influence deceptive behavior in
both the deceiver and their naive conversational partner. Turning next to the
comparison with Hancock and colleagues, we discuss complimentary insights
provided by the LIWC analysis. In particular, we consider the findings of Coh-
Metrix and LIWC within the context of CMC. Throughout this discussion, we
address the limitations of our current research and end with suggestions for future
work.

There is a well-established conversational maxim of quality that a speaker
should avoid saying what the speaker knows to be false (Grice, 1975). When
lying to a friend, colleague, or foe, a speaker often violates this maxim; as a
consequence, new goals and task demands are introduced into the conversation.
The deceiver must now maintain representations of both the truth and a falsified
version of that truth. In doing so, the deceiver must also appear convincing while
avoiding unintentional “slips” of the truth. The cumulative effect is that deception
requires increased cognitive control in the presence of social scrutiny. Previous
research suggests that even with the best attempts to maintain control, the inner
states brought on by deception are manifested in subtle changes of language use
(Pennebaker et al., 2003).

For the Coh-Metrix analysis, we created six theoretically guided categories
to represent these changes in language. Each category is composed of two or
three Coh-Metrix indices. The categories include (a) the amount of information
in the conversation (i.e., quantity), (b) the readiness to identify with message
content (i.e., immediacy), (c) the breadth of detail used to describe a narrative
(i.e., specificity), (d) the change in semantic memory retrieval (i.e., accessibility),
(e) the change in grammatical phrasing (i.e., complexity), and (f) the repetition
of given information (i.e., redundancy). We then compared truthful and deceptive
conversations for changes in the six categorical dimensions. We found statistically
significant results for all categories.

Several of our findings provide novel contributions to the relationships between
deception and language. A key discovery is that quantity of word use changes for
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the level of analysis. For example, in deceptive conversations, fewer words were
used at the level of conversational turn. Based on this finding alone, we might
conclude that deceivers use fewer words to minimize opportunities for incrimina-
tion; however, in the same conversations, there are also more conversational turns
and more words used overall. This result challenges the original conclusion and
suggests that the deceivers are attempting to establish rapport with their conver-
sational partner. Because our results also show that receivers ask more questions
of deceptive senders, an alternate interpretation might be that the deceivers do use
fewer words per conversation turn to minimize opportunities for incrimination;
however, the “paucity” of information in these restricted turns require the receivers
to ask for additional information or clarification, which then generates more over-
all turns and words. Unfortunately, there is not enough information to make a
conclusive interpretation either way. However, the results do highlight the rich
interplay between the often conflicting goals of cautiously limiting information
and the appearance of affability.

Another new discovery is that the words used in deceptive conversations are
more meaningful than those used in truthful conversations; for the sender in
particular, the words are also more concrete. The accessibility of meaningful
and concrete words from semantic memory indicates that the deceiver is using
an unconscious strategy to decrease burdens on cognitive processing. Because
meaningful and concrete words are highly associated to other words in seman-
tic memory, these words are easier to retrieve and in turn allow cognitive re-
sources to be redirected to the more difficult task of maintaining deception in
conversation.

Related to increased difficulty, we also found evidence for redundancy in decep-
tive conversations. The redundancy is the repetition of content from contiguous
utterances. Previous research that has investigated linguistic features of redun-
dancy has failed to find significant effects because it applied a strict lexical overlap
criterion (e.g., Zhou, 2005). Instead, redundancy in deception appears to be more
subtle. In our analysis, we used an algorithm that compares the semantic similarity
of two words based on their likelihood to appear in similar contexts. This algo-
rithm, called the LSA given-new value, revealed that words similar in meaning
are used more often in deceptive conversations than in truthful conversations. This
redundancy in meaning suggests the deceiver may find it simpler to focus on
consistent themes. Part of the reason for such focus is that the deceiver may have
difficulty in using the same interconnected memory representations that are formed
with real experiences. Deceivers instead rely more on local conversational cues for
what information can or cannot be reasonably fabricated. This orientation toward
local context decreases the likelihood of using novel information and increases
the chances of repeating what has already been stated.

Deceptive conversations are also characterized by a change in the complexity of
grammatical constructions. A complex sentence is defined in Coh-Metrix as having
more words before the main verb of the main clause. In deceptive conversations,
we found that this type of sentence complexity increases. It is important to note
that complex grammatical constructions identified by Coh-Metrix are not neces-
sarily more difficult to produce, and may actually be preferred when attempting
to generate a spontaneous lie. For instance, consider a lie about what you did
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yesterday. If you were telling the lie in conversation, it might take some time to
think of a false response, such as I watched TV at my house. While constructing
the response, it would be useful to buy some time with a stalling strategy that
provides genuine information. Thus, you begin with It was really cold outside . . .
and continue with the lie . . . so, I’d thought I’d stay in and watch TV. By doing so,
there would be a higher occurrence of words before the main verb, and as such,
greater evidence for our hypothesized stalling strategy.

Finally, for specificity of the deceptive narrative, we found that deceptive con-
versations were marked by the receiver asking the sender more questions. This
result implies that the sender lacked specificity and that the receiver was requesting
greater clarification. During these exchanges, the deceptive sender also asked fewer
questions compared to when they were telling the truth. Again, these findings can
be interpreted in multiple ways. The receiver may ask more questions because
of an unconscious suspicion of the sender’s deception. Likewise, the deceptive
sender may ask fewer questions to defend against the suspicion. It may also be
that because deceivers use fewer words in each conversational turn, receivers need
to ask for more clarification. The receivers may be responding to a perceived
violation of the maxim of quantity rather than the maxim of quality that deals with
truthfulness (Grice, 1975). In either interpretation, the important finding is that
receiver linguistic behavior systematically varies from that of the sender in terms
of specificity.

For most of the analyses, receiver behavior was mostly aligned with the de-
ceptive sender, with the exception of wh-adverbs, concreteness, and third person
pronouns. The alignment of linguistic features is not uncommon between con-
versational partners. There is extensive research that shows implicit alignment
can occur and cut across lexical, syntactic, and conceptual levels (Garrod & An-
derson, 1987; Pickering & Garrod, 2004). The underlying mechanism is because
of priming, whereby the linguistic features used by one partner elicit a similar
representation in the other. In this way, coordination of form and meaning is
automatically generated and maintained. In the current study, we find evidence
for alignment in the number of words used, the meaningfulness of words, the
repetition of similar words and concepts, and the complexity of grammatical
constructions. A possible limitation in the alignment is not knowing whether the
sender or the receiver is predominantly priming or being primed. The limitation is a
particular concern because we are interested in the linguistic features generated by
the deceptive sender. As such, we assume that it is the deceptive sender’s linguistic
behavior that is most influential. We base this assumption on two factors. First,
the design of the experiment gives the sender more control by allowing the sender
to introduce new topics (total = 4) into the conversation. Second, being deceptive
may invoke a greater desire for the sender to be convincing, where an equivalent
desire is not present in the receiver. As a result, this unique desire may translate
into greater linguistic influence.

In detecting linguistic features of deception, the problem of who influences
whom is heightened in conversational interactions. Unlike monologues or scripted
interviews, there are cognitive and social constraints that present additional and
novel challenges. Moreover, our use of a CMC corpus of deceptive and truthful
conversations adds to these challenges. Despite the increasing difficulty, the CMC
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conversational context is an ecologically important domain that is gaining in
popularity and use. However, we must be careful in generalizing our findings
from the CMC context to other domains with their own constraints. Face-to-face
conversations, for example, are not the same thing as IM conversations, and thus
the linguistic features characterizing each conversation may substantially differ.
For these reasons, we felt justified in using and extending the Hancock et al. (2008)
study. Importantly, their data provided a common context to compare and contrast
Coh-Metrix with LIWC.

Our first step in the comparison was simply to assess the degree to which
the systems differed in their analysis of deception. Our results suggest that Coh-
Metrix was largely able to reproduce LIWC results (e.g., in areas of quantity and
immediacy) and offer many areas of deception detection in addition to LIWC
(e.g., accessibility, complexity, and redundancy). For these reproduced results,
the replication occurred despite two different computational approaches for op-
erationalization. The alignment gives greater credence to the original findings
in the Hancock et al. (2008) study, specifically their findings that more words
are used in deceptive conversations and that deceptive senders project the focus
of conversation onto others (as evidenced by the greater use of third person
pronouns).

Our study also showed where LIWC and Coh-Metrix were not able to reproduce
the same results on similar indices: words per conversational turn and questions.
For Coh-Metrix, deceptive conversations were marked by fewer words from both
the sender and receiver, as well as more questions from the receiver and fewer
questions from the sender. In contrast, LIWC did not find a difference of word use
for senders, and found only a marginal difference for the receiver. In addition, no
difference in question use was found for senders. This inability to reproduce the
same results using the identical corpus might suggest that one NLP tool is superior
to the other. However, we take an alternative perspective. The algorithmic opera-
tionalization for each tool is a matter of preference that should be chosen to best
address a research question. In other words, the operationalization does not capture
a “truer” representation of reality. More than anything, the operationalization is
a manifestation of computational expediency. For example, LIWC uses compu-
tationally inexpensive algorithms to process texts. During processing, words are
identified by surrounding white space and matched to an internal set of words
that are coded for linguistic and psychological features. In contrast, Coh-Metrix
goes beyond a predefined set of words and incorporates sophisticated algorithms to
maximize the scope of analysis. By including syntactic parsers and psycholinguis-
tic databases, linguistic features can be distinguished at the word, sentence, and
discourse levels. To understand this in practice, we consider the operationalization
of word count. Words are not separated by white spaces alone (as in LIWC), but
are expanded from contraction form (e.g., don’t > do not) and distinguished from
a trailing ellipsis to create unique entries for ellipsis occurrence. Furthermore, for
the operationalization of questions, instead of counting the number of question
marks (as in LIWC), detailed part of speech information, like wh-adverbs (e.g.,
where, what), can be used as an index of question use. Based on these differences
in operationalization and given the current task, the Coh-Metrix analysis may have
an advantage over LIWC. Because the data are typed conversations, there are a
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large number of ellipsis occurrences that might be an important linguistic feature
of deception (e.g., pauses, incomplete thoughts). In addition, participants tend to
use multiple question marks at the end of a sentence. By just counting question
marks, there is a risk for over exaggerating the number of questions. This miscount
is not a problem with wh-adverbs.

For the current task, LIWC does have an important advantage over Coh-Metrix.
LIWC codes words for psychological dimensions, such as sensory information like
“see,” “touch,” and “listen,” that may be related to a deceiver’s goals of convincing
storytelling. In Hancock et al. (2008), the deceptive conversations were reported as
having a greater degree of these sensory words. Future work will require adapting
Coh-Metrix to include linguistic features that have been successful in detecting
deception in multiple contexts. Other candidates include positive and negative
word connotations, as well as content word diversity measures (Zhou, 2005).
Additional work also needs to be conducted in predicting the likelihood that a
narrative is deceptive or truthful. Given our established set of deceptive linguistic
features, we can include these features as variables into statistical prediction
models (e.g., logistic regression, discriminant function analysis). By doing so, we
can also evaluate how well our linguistic features collected in a CMC context
explain the variance in other interactions, such as business negotiations or even
police interrogations.

Finally, it would be naive for us to argue that a straight and easy road lies between
identifying linguistic features of deception and using them in real-world practice.
There are many individual differences to account for, as well as the consideration
of ethical and legal concerns. Nevertheless, we begin the journey with the current
study. We have shown that deception is a feature of language that is identifiable
through many variables, established that Coh-Metrix is a computational system
that can identify deception, and revealed that there is insight to gain by comparing
computational NLP tools.
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NOTES
1. Coh-Metrix is available from http://cohmetrix.memphis.edu
2. To interpret the η2

p values, Stevens (2002) suggests the following: 0.01 is considered a
small effect, 0.06 is considered a medium effect, and 0.14 is considered a large effect.
However, such interpretations are merely “guides,” and the importance of any effect
size is always relative to the task at hand.
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3. We report standard errors in this study to be consistent with Hancock et al.’s (2008)
results section.
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